
Late Edition
This report on Beiertiao Leaks begins with a quote from an unnamed source who wishes to remain anonymous:

"Well, at least you don't have an agenda, like that other news agency."

One of our editors was leaked this opinion piece at a social event, but as it entered circulation we realized we didn't know where it should appear: on the “Fun and Games” page, like a riddle or a word game? Or perhaps with the proper news, alongside some sensationalist photo on the front page? Or was this a bogus tip, meant to throw our ace reporters off the story?

Do we have an agenda? Is it good to have an agenda? Is it bad to have an agenda?

Didn't you read the newspaper this morning?

The newspaper is the cliché of agendas. This is obvious when looking at a fresh, steaming hunk of mass media, be it the latest People's Daily or The New York Times. On the surface, fairness and accuracy are held up high like white flags. But we all tacitly understand that something else is at stake, and that not far behind the art of journalism is the craft of power. 

Look away from the mainstream press for a moment, and you find newspapers of all sorts that don't hide agendas at all, or not very well. Newsletters, pamphlets, brochures of every style have made up the ugly and mismatched and glorious history of self-initiative, influence and enlightenment, ever since the beginning of the printing press. The independent publication, raw and reckless, has done more to irritate groups of people to both conspiracy and social justice than many of the most tendentious national news outlets (warning: fact checkers stay on high alert). And, following in the tradition of this illustrious small-paper parade, Beiertiao Leaks' agenda is of course, very clearly, in bold type, obviously... 

Well, perhaps you readers, having browsed the inaugural edition of Beiertiao Leaks, might agree this is neither the time nor the place for such hyperbole. Let's be honest, what could this paper incite anyone to do? Before we address that question, let's just say that it must be immensely secret in order for it to have been printed in this way, by silk-screen, late at night at HomeShop. Its handmade quality is frankly a bit suspicious (although it must be admitted, the layout is pretty good). Furthermore, glancing at its rough contents, we note that there is hardly any real news inside. Real news, as in the regime-toppling stuff. With the exception of a few lucid moments, what we actually find ranges from the occult to the incredibly local, with touches of confusion that are kept in check only by the order imposed by absurd subdivisions ("Life and Death," "Weather," "My Psychology", etc). 

It appears these varied reporters have been at the bar all night, thinking they could invent the news on cocktail napkins, fooling their bosses, the chief editors. This, dear readers, may be close to the true story. However, we have to leak a further detail, which is that the editors were in on it. Here is the real scoop: 

The Beiertiao Leaks newsroom opened at HomeShop on Saturday, the 23rd of December, at around 10 a.m. It could have been earlier or later—precision in number is not what occurred or what was intended. In any case, the rest of the day was spent in a constant flow from inbox to outbox, as the visiting and resident reporters went on assignment in the neighborhood or brought with them whatever they considered news that day. Articles on traffic, global events, Beijing history and dream analysis were planted alongside recipes, cut-up poetry, and completed and un-completable games. Writing, photographing, formatting, editing, interviewing, cooking, censoring, and whatever else goes into a tiny newspaper were all happening simultaneously into the night, at which point the newspaper would actually be printed for immediate distribution (correction: the print version actually appeared a number of days after the 23rd, slipped under the doors of all subscribers). What Beiertiao Leaks documents (albeit smudgily) is therefore a specific situation and a specific set of people, rather than any kind of objective account or even controllable set of perspectives, on an almost-random day. 

Okay, but hold on, just a minute, in all this chaos you think we think that you've missed the agenda, hidden like some contraband in a bag of soiled laundry. And we think you think you can read between the lines until your eyes are stained with ink to find it, but then you have indeed missed it. For what this news agency is best at leaking doesn't always make it to print. But don't get the wrong idea! It's not a secret; it's not a decoy. Like many other news outlets, we are a vehicle for the promotion of a certain set of ideas; this is the reality of the news business, and we cannot escape this, even if we wanted. But our agenda is the incitement to share the burdens and the rewards of news—or we could say of information, or knowledge, or debate, or experience, or language, or labor, or dreams, or art, or collaboration, or living—in ways that are not in wide distribution either in this time or in this place.

Michael EDDY
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